SERVICE ALERT
16-TSB8

Applies To:
ALL 1/2T truck mounts
HD75
MD68/MD75

Issue:
Small ground clearance on MD/HD plows mounted onto GM 1500 and Ford F150 pickup trucks.

Resolution:
HD Plows
To ensure adequate ground clearance on GM1500 and Ford F150 mounted HD plows, it is recommended that load leveling kits or lift kits be installed. There are a number of aftermarket manufacturers that sell products intended for this use. Follow all manufacturers' guidelines and recommendations on application and installation.

MD Plows
The MD plows do not present the same sagging issue due to the lighter weight, but can present a problem on certain trucks with already minimal ground clearance. It MAY be necessary to use a leveling kit or to adjust torsion bars (if applicable) to ensure adequate ground clearance. BPC engineering is gathering information on '99-'06 GM1500’s in particular and would appreciate any feedback on recent installs. Contact Scott Moorman at (440) 974-7766 x.207.